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collections devoted to the topics of gender and culture in British poetry, fiction, and drama from 

roughly 1780 to 1830. In terms of gender, the series encompasses scholarship related to the lives and 

works of women writers but also includes studies that address broader constructions of gender 

identity and sexuality. In cultural terms, the volumes in the series engage broadly with the 

interconnections between literature and such topics as book history and print culture, politics, science 

and medicine, travel writing, visual and auditory art, religion, the periodical press, the environment, 

revolution, exploration, theory, and transatlantic and other transnational connections. 
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We welcome submissions of proposals for challenging and original works from emerging and established scholars 

that meet the criteria of our series. We make prompt editorial decisions. Our titles are published in print and 

e-book editions and are subject to peer review by recognized authorities in the field. Should you wish to send in a 

proposal for a monograph (mid-length and full-length), edited collection, handbook or companion, reference or 
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